The Law of Forgiveness
To access the divine and the sub conscious, to the omnipotent and omni
creator we must forgive everyone and everything and clear the channel.
There can be no connection to the realm of divine ideas where anger exists
between a brother or sister - justified or not.
I fully realize that no wealth or position can endure unless it is built on trust
and justice. Therefore, I engage in no transaction which does not benefit all
that if effects.
I succeed by attaching myself to the forces which I will use the cooperation
of other people. I educe others to serve me because of my willingness to
serve others. I eliminate, hatred, jealousy, envy.
Universal mind is light and there is no darkness there. It is love and
unspeakable beauty and the beauty and glory of their presence now fills
each and every one of us.
Our souls are our temple to the universal creative mind and I now let it fill
me with peace, harmony, love, and joy.
There are no shadows… there are no dark corners. My entire being is filled
with the golden light of the presence of the universal mind. All fears, all old
regret, all resentments melt away - right now.
I forgive everyone and everything - real or imaged, and by setting them free.
I am now free, and so right now in this moment I have resurrected the
divine entity within me and I have partaken in this process.
This floods me with inspiration.
My thoughts are free - I am free - everyone is free.
My thoughts are new. My thoughts are clear and powerful with the might of
the omnipitous and omni presence.
My thoughts are as powerful as an eagle and yet as gentle as a dove and my
thoughts of forgiveness go forth and radiate to all whom they come into
contact with. There is only one real presence and it is in me now.
Universal mind never sends sickness, trouble, accident, temptations,
resentment and neither do I.
I authorize the forgiveness of all things to all people and there by opening
the channel of creation and creative thought within me so I can be of service
to others.
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